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Barking Legs Theater
"Intimate Space"

by marfis75

+1 423 624 5347

Barking Legs Theater is one of Chattanooga's most popular and intimate
spaces for events. The intimate venue is a great place to see acoustic
artists perform. The theater is also the base for the Contemporary
Performing Arts of Chattanooga organization, and is where all their events
are presented. In addition to being a stellar venue, the theater also hosts
an entire program of dance lessons for various ages.
barkinglegs.org/

info@barkinglegs.org

1307 Dodds Avenue,
Chattanooga TN

The Honest Pint
"Enjoy Irish Hospitality!"

by Rosalinda222

+1 423 468 4192

The Honest Pint is an Irish restaurant and bar that perfectly fuses
American and Irish styles of cooking. It prides itself in serving actual pints,
unlike some drinking establishments serving a little less than a pint, and,
hence is aptly named The Honest Pint. Patrons can savor traditional Irish
dishes with a touch of American flavor, thereby infusing innovation in the
menu. The drinks menu perfectly complements the lavish food and
features Irish whiskeys, scotch, Irish beers, craft beers and so forth. That's
not all, a juke box, live music concerts, dart boards, and pool tables make
for a great entertainment platter; there is never a single dull moment here.
While you are in town, do head to The Honest Pint and enjoy Irish
hospitality.
thehonestpint.com/

info@thehonestpint.com

35 Patten Parkway,
Chattanooga TN

JJ's Bohemia
"Pump it Up!"

by Stéfan

+1 423 266 1400

If you prefer a more laid back concert environment when you go out, JJ
Bohemia's is for you. With crowds thronging this place to check out some
of the superb indie, punk, and other fantastic bands perform, JJ's
Bohemia definitely gives other live music venues in Chattanooga
something to worry about. Besides the excellent live music, JJ's Bohemia
also boasts of cheap drinks and no cover charge. Call for event timings
and additional information.
www.jjsbohemia.com/

231 East Martin Luther King Boulevard,
Chattanooga TN
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